Long-term inhibition of the renin-angiotensin system in genetic hypertension: analysis of the impact on blood pressure and cardiovascular structural changes.
To compare, using data from published studies, the efficacy of chronic inhibition of the renin-angiotensin system in inducing persistent downregulation of hemodynamic and cardiovascular structural changes in an adult rat with established genetic hypertension with the widely accepted known downregulation in young genetically hypertensive rats. We report on 36 studies that satisfied our inclusion criteria (angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitor or angiotensin II receptor antagonist treatment that lowered arterial pressure levels for at least 3 weeks). Of the 24 studies concerning developing hypertensive rats, a significant number (n = 17) also examined the persistence of any hemodynamic or cardiovascular effects after withdrawal of treatment. Conversely, of 15 studies using adult rats only seven and three reported on post-treatment hemodynamic and cardiovascular structural indices respectively. During treatment the hemodynamic and cardiovascular structural changes produced were qualitatively and quantitatively similar in the young and adult treated rats. Critical assessment of the persistence of these effects after withdrawal of treatment again found qualitatively similar responses. However, the strength of this finding is limited by the paucity of studies concerning adult rats in which equivalent treatment durations and equipressor doses of treatments were compared between these two age groups. Blockade of the renin-angiotensin system appears to have an efficacy in reversing established hypertension and hypertrophy similar to that with which it prevents the development of hypertension and hypertrophy. This partial 'cure' of hypertension after withdrawal of treatment is clearly evident when treatment is initiated during the development of hypertension and appears to be similar even when treatment is initiated in established hypertension.